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The CATIA Version 5 Mold Tooling Design application helps you design a complete injection mold, from the mold base to the components using catalogs whether standard or user defined. The Mold Tooling Design User's Guide has been designed to show you how to create a mold base and add all the required mold components to it.



Preface The CATIA Version 5 Mold Tooling Design application helps you design a complete injection mold, from the mold base to the components using catalogs whether standard or user defined. The Mold Tooling Design User's Guide has been designed to show you how to create a mold base and add all the required mold components to it.



Getting Started Before getting into a more detailed use of the CATIA Mold Tooling Design application, here is a step-by-step scenario which will help you become familiar with the main functions of the product. This exercise should take you no longer than 15 minutes to complete. The main tasks proposed in this section are: Entering the Mold Design workbench Retrieving the part to be molded Defining the mold base Positioning the part Splitting the core and the cavity Inserting components Positioning components on the base



Entering the Mold Design workbench This task shows you how to enter the Mold Design workbench. 1. Select the Start ->Mechanical Design -> Mold Design command to open the required workbench.



The Mold Design workbench is now active:



Note that "Product" is displayed in the specification tree.



Retrieving the part This task shows you how to retrieve the part to be molded. 1. 2.



Double-click on 'Product1' in the specification tree to make it active. It is now displayed in orange. Select the Insert->Existing Component command from the main menu bar.



Open the GettingStarted.CATPart file from the online/samples/MoldDesign directory. This is the part to be molded:



Note that the Part is now mentioned in the specification tree.



The part file must contain the part itself along with all the surfaces required for the core cavity separation.



Defining the Mold Base This task shows you how to create and define a mold base. 1.



Select the Insert->MoldBase Component->Mold Plates command from the main menu bar or click directly on the 'New Mold" icon



from the tool bar.



A dialog box is displayed for you to define the parameters of the mold base to be created :



Simultaneously, the outline of a mold base is displayed on the part. 2. 3.



Click on the catalog icon to open the catalog browser. Double-click on Dme to select the supplier, then scroll down to line 36 in order to select the reference N3035 in the table (push the Table button to display the table).



4.



When the main panel is redisplayed, modify the Thickness of core and cavity to 46mm. Click on OK to validate your selection. The outline of the mold base is displayed in orange:



5.



Click on OK in the 'Create a New Mold' dialog box for final validation of the mold base. The mold base is finally created.



Note that the mold feature is indicated in the specification tree.



Positioning the part This task shows you how to position the part properly with reference to the mold base you have just created. 1. Select Product1 in the specification tree to make it active; it is then displayed in orange:



2.



Click on the manipulation icon



.



The following dialog box is displayed:



3. Select the direction 'along Z' to operate the move on the part.



4. Click anywhere on the part surfaces with left mouse button and drag until the part is located between the core plate and the cavity plate in the mold. Here is what you should obtain:



5. Click on OK in the manipulation dialog box to exit the operation.



Splitting the Core and the Cavity This task shows you how to define and split the core and the cavity on the molded part. 1. Select the cavity plate in the specification tree with a click on CavityPlate in the Injection Side of the mold. 2. Open the contextual menu with the right mouse button and select the CavityPlate.1 object-> Split CavityPlate command.



By default, the proposed splitting surface is the CavitySurface, belonging to the MoldedPart. The split is automatically performed on the cavity plate.



3. Proceed the same way with the core plate by selecting it from the Ejection Side in the specification tree and applying a split action via the contextual menu.



By default, the proposed splitting surface is the CoreSurface, belonging to the MoldedPart. The split action is automatically performed on the core plate.



4. To obtain a better display of the completed split on the cavity and the core plates, hide the molded part and the injection side display using the Hide/Show contextual command. Here is what you should obtain:



Inserting Mold components onto a Base This task shows you how to insert mold components onto a selected mold base. In this exercise you will insert 4 leader pins that will be positioned on already existing points. 1. Click on the Add Leader Pin icon



.



2. Use the browser to open the associated catalogs and select the Dme supplier:



Continue into detailed definition of the leader pin with the following selection:



Double-click on the reference to open the leader pin definition dialog box. 3. Choose the reverse direction option in the Leader Pin definition dialog box. To create the holes associated to each leader pin, position the From and the To elements respectively to Clamping and Cavity. Then select 4 points which are displayed as filled circles on the mold base to obtain the following pre-visualization:



4. Click on OK to complete the creation of the leader pins.



5. If you are not satisfied with the created leader pins, select one leader pin in the specification tree, then use its contextual menu Delete Component.



Positioning Mold components on a Base This task shows you how to position mold components onto a selected mold base. In this exercise you will create and position an ejector pin onto the current mold base. 1. Click on the Add Ejector Pin icon



.



2. In the catalog browser dialog box, select the Hasco supplier and continue into more detailed definition of the ejector pin as follows:



3. Double-click on the reference to display the ejector pin definition dialog box. For an easier graphic selection of the EjectorPlateA bottom face, hide the display of the setting plate.



4. Pick the bottom face on the mold's EjectorPlateA as shown below:



5. Locate the ejector pin on the grid and define the plates to drill in the dialog box from EjectorPlateA to Core Plate.



6. Click on OK to validate the creation of the ejector pin. Here is the final result:



Once the components have been created and positioned on the mold base, you cannot edit but remove them.



Basic Tasks Mold creation Standard mold components Injection features Splitting components



Mold base creation CATIA Mold Tooling Design helps you create the set of plates that makes up mold bases. Creation and edition functions of a mold base, whether it is user-defined or standard, are accessed by clicking on the icon



.



Create a user-defined mold-base: set the parameters in the dialog box for the mold base plates you want to define Create a standard mold base: click on the catalog icon in the dialog box to select a pre-defined mold base from the suppliers' catalogs



Creating a user-defined mold base This task shows you how to define the plates for your own mold-base. 1. 2.



Click on the icon



.



By default, the following dialog box is displayed:



The first panel is used to define a mold base. In the Plates column you can choose to include any proposed part in your mold base (or not) by checking or unchecking the corresponding plate. You can enter manually the thickness of each plate, using the corresponding spinner. In the Dimensions area, you can define the overall dimensions of the mold base as well as the overhangs for clamping and setting plates. Use the Overlapping field to enter the overlapping value between the core and cavity plates. The upper bar width, riser width and ejector width are defined in the following spinners. Check or uncheck Enable in the Preview area to display or not the mold base. Click on the



icon to access the definition of standard mold bases.



Creating a standard mold base This task shows you how to create a mold base from a catalog. 1. 2.



Click on the icon



.



In the New Mold dialog box, click on the catalog icon catalog browser:



to access the



3.



4



Double-click on the name of the supplier you want to select (Dme, Eoc, Hasco, etc.) to visualize a pre-display of the mold base in the top right window.



The other available functions are the standard CATIA catalog browser functions. Double-click on a reference to revert to the first panel of the dialog box to customize it.



Standard mold components In this section you will find the detailed description of all the standard mold components with the associated procedures for positioning or deleting them from the mold base. The components are grouped together according to their types: Guiding components Fixing components



Locating components



Ejection components



Injection components Miscellaneous components Two chapters are dedicated to the edition of standard components: positioning components deleting components



Positioning components This task shows you how to select and position standard components. 1. Click on one of the component icons. Choosing a first reference: 2. The component catalog browser is displayed.



3. Select a reference in the catalog browser.



4. Position the component using the following dialog box:



The Config area is a reminder of the reference of the component. It can not be edited. You can only select another reference of a component of the same . type, using the catalog icon 5. To define the position of the component, you can select either: a 3D point or a planar face or a plane: pick the face or the plane. The application switches to the "work on plane" mode. Use the displayed grid to define the position, eventually using the "Snap to grid" option. Translator are available to move the component on the plane (green arrows).



In both cases, the component is previewed at the selected position.



By default the component is oriented along Z axis. You can change this orientation by picking a 3D line. You can not switch from positioning on a face to positioning on a 3D point. In multi-selection (in either mode) the active component is always red, the other are green.



6. By default, the Drill from and Drill to area are set to No selection (no hole drilled). If you wish to define the holes associated to the component, choose the required plates from both combo boxes. All plates located between the two reference plates are drilled as well.



These data must be defined for each instance and may differ for each instance.



7. Check Associated to create an offset constraint between the selected positioning and the component (the position of the component will be updated automatically by any modification of the mold base).



8. Reverse Direction is used to reverse the direction of the component. 9. The Parameters tab is used to display the functional parameters of the component. They can be edited.



Choosing a reference already in use: Go directly to step 3.



Deleting components This task shows you how to delete a component. 1. 2.



When you are still in the dialog box of the component definition, you can delete the active component by clicking on it once. Once you have validated the component definition and exited the dialog box, select the required component in the specification tree, then use the contextual menu of the object and select Delete component. The component and the associated holes are deleted.



Injection features Injection features are of three types: gates, runners, coolant channels



Gates This task shows you how to define and edit gates along a parting line on the mold base. 1. You can create one or several gates, either: on the parting line, or directly on the molding part. icon. Click on the 2. Select a point or the parting line to define the position of the gate. Confirm. A GateBody and a Gatex.x point are created in the specification tree. 3. The Gate definition panel is displayed and the gate is previewed:



4. Stamp is used to create the gate either in the cavity and/or in the core. 5. Location: Push the point icon to modify the position of the gate. 6. Type is used to define the type of the gate: Side or Direct. 7. Section: Use the Type combo to select the section shape: Round or Rectangular. Then adjust the Length, Radius and Depth values accordingly. Edition of a gate



1. Select a gate point in the specification tree, then Gate Edition from the contextual menu of the object. The Gate definition dialog box is displayed. You can now modify the location and the type of the gate.



Runners This task shows you how to create runners. 1.



2.



3 4 5



Create the runner path in the sketcher, starting from a gate point.



Click on the Runner creation icon displayed.



. The Runner definition dialog box is



Stamp is used to create the runner either in the cavity and/or in the core. Layout: select the runner path on the screen. Its name is displayed in the dialog box. Section: Use the Type combo to select the section shape: Round or Oval. Then adjust the Height, Radius and Draft angle values accordingly.



6.



Confirm to create the runner and the gate (until now it was only a point).



The sketch elements must be continuous in tangency. You may need to project the gate point on the sketch plane. In this release, only single-branch runners can be created.



Coolant channels This task shows you how to create coolant channels. The couple of points that will be used to define the coolant channels must already exist. 1.



2. 3.



Click on the Coolant channels creation icon . Select the two end points of the coolant channel. The Coolant channels definition dialog box is displayed and the coolant channel is previewed.



Parameters define the geometrical characteristics of the coolant channel, as shown in the dialog box. Reverse inverts the location of the counter bored portion.



4.



Stamp is used to create the runner either in the Injection side or in the Ejection side. The names of the points used are displayed below.



Whereas it is not possible to edit the whole coolant channel once it has been created, it is possible to edit its hole.



Splitting components This task shows you how to split the cavity plate, the core plate, sprue bushing and user components. 1.



Select the object to split in the specification tree. With its contextual menu, choose Split ... The Split definition dialog box is displayed:



Select the splitting surface on the screen. Its name is displayed in the dialog box. The context determines automatically the portion of the element to keep.



Advanced Tasks Generating the Bill of Material Modifying the geometry of components Managing user components Adding components to catalogs Adding mold bases to catalogs Using Drafting functionalities Using Prismatic Machining functionalities Using Surface Machining functionalities Mold kinematics Checking clash and clearance



Generating the Bill of Material This task shows you how to generate the bill of material of the project. 1. Select the Analyze, Bill of Material menu. 2. Use the Define Formats button to implement the required fields. Two fields have been added to the standard fields : Material and HeatTreat. The bill of material is generated.



Nomenclature contains the supplier reference. Description gives the name of the supplier. Material gives the name of the material. HeatTreat gives the type of heat treatment. These data are retrieved by the application from the supplier catalogs.



Modifying the geometry of components This task shows you how to modify the geometry of components. 1. Use the Part Design application to do so. 2. Components can be also modified through CATIA design tables.



Managing user components This task shows you how to manage user components, i.e. components not belonging to a supplier catalog. However, these components must be added to an user's catalog. User components are CATParts with a special structure.



The name of the CATPart must be the name of the user component that is also used in the catalog (here LeaderPin_FSC). The PartBody must contain the object itself. It may consist of pads, shafts, etc. To make the associated holes, you must create a Body named DrillHole. It must contain the holes subtracted from the mold base. To define the reference point of the component, you must create a Body named BaseBody containing a point named Base (reference point). If one object has several sets of parameters, we advise that you use design tables.



To ensure you can generate a correct bill of material: Define three parameters of type "string", named respectively Ref, Mat, HeatTreat, i.e. respectively the user reference, the material and the heat treatment. Ref value is automatically copied to the attribute Nomenclature of the bill of material, Mat and HeatTreat parameters should be associated to two new product properties Material and HeatTreat, created in the Properties menu of the object, using the Define other properties button.



Adding components to catalogs This task shows you how to customize existing standard catalogs by adding user's catalogs. You must be fluent with the use of CATIA catalog browser (for more information, refer to the Infrastructure user's guide, Advanced Tasks, Using catalogs). 1. Open the requested catalog file under the /startup/components/MoldCatalog (see the storage customization chapter for more information). The catalog editor is open:



2. Select the chapter to which you want to add a sub-chapter. Click the Add chapter icon. The Chapter Definition dialog box is displayed. Enter the name of the sub-chapter to add. Confirm. It is added to the specification tree.



3. Select the sub-chapter you have just added. Select the Add Family icon and enter the name of the family to add. Confirm. It is added to the specification tree.



4. Select the Keyword icon to define the title of the columns of the table.



The first keyword should be the reference (here Ref). 5. Click the Part Family Definition icon to add components to the catalog.



Use Select Document to browse your computer to select the associated CATPart or CATProduct. 6. Use the File, Save menu to save the customized catalog. It is now available in the catalog browser.



Adding mold bases to catalogs This task shows you how to add mold bases. However, these mold bases must be added to the mold base catalog. Mold bases are CATProducts with a special structure.



The name of the CATProduct must be Mold. This CATProduct has three components named: InjectionSide: it contains all the plates between the clamping plate and the cavity plate, EjectionSide: it contains all the plates between the core plate and the setting plate, EjectorSystem: it contains the ejector plates only. Each plate is a CATPart with the adequate name picked from the list below: ClampingPlate, UpperBar1, UpperBar2, CavitySupportPlate, Cavity, Core, CoreSupportPlate, RiserBar1, RiserBar2, SettingPlate, EjectorPlateA, EjectorPlateB. If one plate has several sets of parameters, we advise that you use design tables.



To ensure you can generate a correct bill of material: Define three parameters of type "string", named respectively Ref, Mat, HeatTreat, i.e. respectively the user reference, the material and the heat treatment, for each plate. Ref value is automatically copied to the attribute Nomenclature of the bill of material, Mat and HeatTreat parameters should be associated to two new product properties Material and HeatTreat, created in the Properties menu of the object, using the Define other properties button.



Using Drafting functionalities All mold data are based on , CATProducts and CATParts which can be directly used with Drafting functionalities.



Using Prismatic Machining functionalities Once a mold have been designed, it should be machined, except for the standard components that can be purchased from their supplier. Prismatic Machining should be used to machine holes and pockets (that concerns mainly plates).



Using Surface Machining functionalities Once a mold have been designed, it should be machined, except for the standard components that can be purchased from their supplier. Surface Machining should be used to machine the shape of the part to mold (that concerns mainly core and cavity).



Mold kinematics DMU Kinematics is used to simulate the opening of the mold. The mold assembly has been designed so as to enable an automatic extraction of the kinematics data, taking advantage of all the assembly constraints that have been defined between all the components of the mold. 1. Make sure that the product including the molded part and the mold is active in the specification tree. 2. Select the Edit, Links item. Then select the mold product in the panel. Open it. 3. Switch to DMU Kinematics. Pick the Assembly Constraint Conversion icon. Push the New Mechanism button, then the Auto Create button. Two joints are created in the specification tree:



4. Double-click on one joint. Check the Driven Length option in the panel. Repeat the operation on the second joint.



A message indicates that the simulation can be started:



5. Click the simulation icon, and select the newly created mechanism. For more information, refer to DMU Kinematics documentation.



Checking clash and clearance This task shows you how to use DMU Space Analysis to check clearances between ejectors and coolant channels. 1. Put the coolant channels in the Show space, as shown below:



. 2. Switch to DMU Space Analysis. Click the clash icon and fill in the panel as show below:



3. Click Apply to view the results of the clearance analysis between the coolant channels and the 11 ejectors of the mold.



The Interference analysis and its results are no available in the specification tree. They remain available when you switch back to Mold Design. You can select them and activate them directly from this application.



For more information, refer to DMU Space Analysis documentation



Customization This task shows you how to customize your session to use the Mold Design application. 1. Select the Tools, Options menu, then Mechanical Design, Mold Design in the specification tree.



2. Catalog storage Directory is the directory where the catalogs are stored. This field may not be empty. CATIA proposes a default directory. You can add other catalog storage directories according to your needs: separate each path by a ";". 3. Mold storage Directory is the directory where the CATProducts and CATParts are stored by default. Only one directory is allowed. You may change it according to your needs.



Mold Tooling Design Workbench Description This is what the Mold Tooling Design workbench looks like:



Menu bar Tool bars Specification tree



Mold Tooling Design Menu bar The menus specific to the Mold Tooling Design application are the following:



Insert For



Mold Base Components



See



Mold base creation Standard mold Guiding Components components Standard mold Locating Components components Standard mold Fixing Components components Standard mold Ejection Components components Standard mold Injection Components components Miscellaneous Components Standard mold components



Tools



For



See



Options...



Customizing



For Bill of Material



See



Analyze Generating the Bill of Material



Mold Tooling Design Tool bars Tools dedicated to the creation of mold components are: Creates a new mold base; see Mold base creation Adds leader pins;



see Standard mold components



Adds bushings;



see Standard mold components



Adds cap screws;



see Standard mold components



Adds sprue bushings;



see Standard mold components



Adds locating rings;



see Standard mold components



Adds dowel pins;



see Standard mold components



Adds support pillars;



see Standard mold components



Adds ejector pins;



see Standard mold components



Adds ejectors;



see Standard mold components



Adds flat ejectors;



see Standard mold components



Adds stop pins;



see Standard mold components



Adds angle pins;



see Standard mold components



Adds gates;



see Gates



Adds runners;



see Runners



Add coolant channels;



see Coolant channels



Add user components



see Standard mold components



Specification tree The icons displayed in Mold Design specification tree are standard CATIA icons.



Glossary B bill of material



a list of data concerning the properties of components



C cavity surface coolant channels core surface



the surface delimiting the shape of the mold on the cavity side these channels are positioned on the core, they cool the molded part the surface delimiting the shape of the mold on the core side



E ejection side ejector system



the set of elements (plates and components) located on the mobile side of the injection machine the set of ejection elements (plates and components) located on the ejection side



G gate



the end node of a runner, on the molded part side



I injection side



the set of elements (plates and components) located on the side where the matter is injected (between clamping and cavity)



M mold base



the set of plates that composes the mold.



P parting line parting surface



the outer boundary of the molded part where no undercut is found. the surface delimiting the separation between core and cavity



R runner



the channel between sprue bushing and molded part, allowing the filling of the mold by the plastic material



S split



the operation consisting in generating the parting surface on the core and cavity standard component the component picked in a supplier catalog



U user component



the component picked in an user's catalog



Index A Adding components to catalogs Adding mold bases to catalogs



B Bill of material Bushing



C Cap screw Coolant channel



,



Components: ejection guiding injection fixing locating miscellaneous



D Deleting a component Drill



E Ejector



,



G Gate Geometry of components



M Managing user components Mold base



O Offset constraint Overlap



P Parameters of a component Pillar Pins: Angle pin Dowel pin Ejector pin Leader pin Stop pin Plate Plate dimensions Positioning a component



R Riser Runner



,



S Sleeve Splitting components Sprue bushing Storage: catalog mold



U Upper bar
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